**Local man files suit over YAF meeting**

By Terrence Watts

Athena City man suing the U.S. Campus Freedom Party is asking a federal judge to declare that its leadership, including a staff member and board members,’ actions in connection with alleged violating his civil rights.

**North Campus Ramp a multi-purpose place**

By Keisha Stratton

A multimillion-dollar project to expand the large underground parking ramp that houses the Student Activities Center has restored a bustling atmosphere to the area.
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**Tape stars interest in Barry drug trial**

The mayor: 'I've been up'...

By Richard Kell

**Focus?**

Scientists scurrying to save $1.5 billion Hubble telescope

By Paul Racer

WASHINGTON — The National Aeronautics and Space Administration started a formal investigation late today because of the Hubble Space Telescope was launched with a faulty mirror that was designed to correct for astigmatism.

**Hubble Trouble**

What went wrong with NASA's $1.5 billion observatory?

• Either the primary or secondary mirror on Hubble is not focusing light in the right way.

• The flaw cannot be corrected from the ground, so NASA officials announced Wednesday.

**Flying**

Aerodynamic and radar signals are sampled, and the radar beacon is analyzed to determine the best angle for the satellite to maintain its position.

**The Daily Iowan**

**SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — Winds reaching nearly 70 miles per hour swept across the Southern California coast on Thursday after dragging huge clouds of dust and debris into the area.**
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Iowa in-home detention set

By Lindsay Alan Park

An in-home detention assessment to the Iowa Code is the most significant change to Iowa jail rules passed by the Iowa Attorney General's County Attorney, Patrick White, and the Iowa County Attorney, James Patrick White, Thursday. The amendment, passed by the Iowa Legislature in April, now has the option to continue probation in their own home in most counties.

White said the amendment was the result of a joint effort between his office and the state legislature. The bill passed by the full Senate in March and the state legislature on April 11. Board members said the amendment allows them to continue probation in the county with the full support of the Iowa Senate.

The amendment received a near-unanimous vote in the Senate and is supported by the state legislature.

White said the amendment is expected to be signed by Gov. Terry Branstad.

"It's a big step forward for Iowa," White said. "It will be an important change for probation in the state."

White said the amendment will help reduce the number of people in jail and the cost of incarcerating people.

"It will be an important change for probation in the state," White said. "It will be an important change for probation in the state."
Learning made fun with project BLAST

By Ann Marie Williams

The Daily Iowan

Twenty-two high-school students are getting not learning can be fun while attending study skills programs or computer counseling sessions in the after­noon, Davenport school district coordinator said.

The program, known as Project BLAST (Believe, Listen, Ask, Teach and Think), was developed by Connie Belin National Center for Gifted Education.

The three-week residential program, which began June 24, is designed to help disadvantaged students achieve their full potential in school.

"We're a program for at-risk students who have a great deal of potential but are not achieving to their ability," project leader said.

Paula Christiansen, the resident director of Project BLAST and a junior-high science teacher in Davenport, said the program shows students they can be successful.

"It's a program for at-risk students to learn outside of the classroom. They design their own experiment, which they agreed not to contest Nebraska's said Thursday she is happy Phelps waived cut may take place after the trial. She said she waived the hearing to focus on her daughter's case.

Phelps' attorney, Joseph Bunch, said he agreed not to contest Nebraska's said Thursday she is happy Phelps waived cut may take place after the trial. She said she waived the hearing to focus on her daughter's case.

The Nebraska Supreme Court will hold an evidentiary hearing in the Phelps case on Oct. 18. The court will then consider whether Phelps is entitled to a new trial.

Nebraska Attorney General said he will appeal the court's decision.
IRAN QUAKE

Insult to injury

It is tragic that last week's earthquake in northern Iran has left many homeless. The real tragedy, however, is that despite widespread human suffering, Iran has left local artists high and dry, in part from certain sources and perpetuating the hate-oriented policies often associated with Iran in the West.

The support of mainstream artistic groups comes as a result of Iran's 'Islamic revolution.' The event, according to recent reports, has led to a general feeling of frustration and hopelessness among the Iranian population. The situation was so dire that the United States has 'bailed out' much-needed financial assistance to the country. Iran, however, has not been given the support it needs to recover from the recent earthquake.

Despite these efforts, there remain many ongoing challenges. The need for continued support is crucial to help the affected people in this time of crisis.
Questions on local pesticide restriction draw opinion

By Mike Glover
The Associated Press

Iowa City said it won't allow building permits for new housing developments in eastern Iowa that would allow residents to use pesticides and said it wouldn't be fair for landowners in those areas to bear the costs.

"To the extent that a political subdivision already control those chemicals, a local ordinance expected from the telecommunication industry," Benton conceded that there has been a string of court cases yielding results on both sides of the issue. An examination of the legislative history of pesticide regulations, however, shows that efforts to include new,800-permit lot, contains 1100 parking spaces and a new,800-permit lot, contains 1100 parking spaces and a parking in the ramp until the day that a minute error in the mission scheduled for 1993 may affect the ramp's permanent appearance, the ramp was designed to blend into the landscape. "I woudn't be surprised by the grey concrete and steel at first," Gitsch said. "I think I was spied by the bricks at the entrance, but the more I look at it, the more I like it."

Anyone wanting more information about the North Campus Parking Service at 335-1415.
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"If we didn't have the ministry, we'd have to close," Gitsch said, parking were

"We already have a waiting list for the staff, permits for the ramp," she said. "We might not be in line with family and staff use if the proposed new building is constructed on Lot 6." As the case of the 210-space parking area in the Student Center, Gitsch said, parking will be limited to students from this lot priority over visitors and in the North Campus Ramp. Limiting public parking is possible if the building is financed.

In this case, the new building will include an underground parking lot, so public parking will only be limited during its construction.

"What we've done is gut the parking out of the ramp," Gitsch said. "It used to be that reserves funds and through bonds, he said.

"The Parking and Transportation Department is self-supporting," she said, "Each space in the north campus parking area is $24, for 15 hours." As for the permit lot, Gitsch said, "That's a long time before you break even."

"I think the ramp is over half as nice as the mall," Gitsch said, regarding the ramp. "I don't think it's necessary to have the same type of frontage for it." He said that if drugs are used as a dramatic effect, the ramp was designed to blend into the landscape. "I wouldn't be surprised by the grey concrete and steel at first," Gitsch said. "I think I was spied by the bricks at the entrance, but the more I look at it, the more I like it."

Anyone wanting more information about the North Campus Parking Service at 335-1415.
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all Skysport, O'Brien, Body Glove, and Columbia Clothing.
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Sportswear Company

Other selected clothing

50% off

Racquet Master

Ski & Recreation

321 S. Gilbert (Free Skystar Dirt Park) 338-9491

SAVE up to 50% and more on Fashion, Shoes, and Accessories for Men and Women.

Shirt

$16

COMPARE at $25

100% cotton camp shirt in assorted colors. Sizes S-XXL.

SOMEBODY GOOFED

JEAN SHOOP

DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY

W T. 319-381-5912

Free samples • Super Specials • Free Ballons

Natural Hormonaches on the grill 754 each

More than a grocery store, New Pioneer Co-op Fresh Food Market

Celebrating 19 Years of Service to the Iowa City Community

Open 9-9 Daily

Located at the Corner of Washington and Van Buren St.

338-9441

The Daily Iowan is looking for submissions for the following weekly features on the Viewpoints Page: "Her Perspective": A column on women, by women. Submissions may address a variety of subjects relevant to the female audience, but are not limited to any particular form - anything from narratives of personal experiences to analyses of the changing role of women in society. Submissions should not exceed four double-spaced typed pages.

1st Person": A lighter Friday feature of readers' experiences and thoughts on any subject matter, humor is especially welcome. Submissions should not exceed four double-spaced typed pages.

Baby with the Batwater

A comedy of parental foibles & follies! June 29 & 30 at 8pm

After Baby with the Batwater, Edith Oliver’s The New Yorker magazine proclaimed Dunarg to be “one of the funniest dramatics alive.”

Laughing Wild

A comedy cabaret June 30 at 8pm

Enjoy your favorite beverage or dessert at stageside table.
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Santa Barbara ignited; flames ran across area

By John Horne
The Associated Press

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — A 400-acre fire that destroyed 12 homes at Las Playitas, a beach community south of Santa Barbara, was reported this morning, and authorities said they were trying to contain it.

Dennis Gaige, a 12-year-old boy, said he was reading the paper when he started reading the paper after he came home from work and that it was on fire. "I think the water shortage definitely contributed to this fire," said Dennis Gaige, whose house survived. "Some Little Can you see the flames?" When he said "Yes," I knew it was time to go. Anderson's home was leveled.
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$49 billion trade deficit with Japan forces U.S. to increase tax revenues
By Elaine Kashenbach
The Associated Press

TOKYO — U.S. and Japanese trade negotiators agreed Thursday to drastic economic changes to help cut the 4.9 billion U.S.-trade deficit with Japan. The proposed changes would increase tax revenues. Japan said it would spend 3 trillion yen on public works in the next decade. The two measures are aimed at helping close the trade gap and easing trade friction.

"I welcome and endorse this joint effort," President George Bush said in Washington as the talks ended at the Foreign Ministry in Tokyo.

Prime Minister Tsukuda Kato said that carrying out the reform would be painful. "However, these measures are intended to achieve a major reform of the Japanese economy in the necessity's heat interests," he said.

Cuban-Americans challenge Mandela's backing of Castro
By Alan L. Adler
The Associated Press

DETROIT — Nelson Mandela arrived in freedom-filled territory Thursday after flying from Florida. He was welcomed by a crowd of African-Americans who denounced the Convention center, black support for Fidel Castro, and lauded the hero of their people.

As he arrived off the plane, Med-
na shook hands with Gov. James
Blanchard, Mayor Coleman Young and United Auto Workers Presi-

dent Jesse Jackson.

"This is the day that has been too long in coming," said a new fund-raising

drive has been formed to help close the trade gap and easing trade friction.

"The Associated Press

Mandela, deputy president of the
African National Congress, told the delegates
Mandela is the second black South
African leader to be released from
prison. "Sanctions must stay in place
to stop the backward movement of
capitalism," Mandela said. "We look
forward to a new era of peace and
freedom."

"Continue to say no to apartheid!"

"The Associated Press

The 1.25-million member union
said a new fund-raising
measure was needed to help close the trade gap.
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MANILA, Philippines — Soldiers wearing casual orange clothes fired on protesters carrying the coffin of a slain Communist rebel Thursday as President Corazon Aquino gave her farewell greetings.

Aquino fired tear gas and allowed snipers to open fire as she spoke in Tagalog, the main language of the Philippines.

"I will return here when peace is already at hand because I left my heart here," said Aquino, her voice breaking with emotion as she spoke in Tagalog.

The attack illustrates the pattern of violence that prompted the desire to establish Peace Corps operations, having the U.S. Embassy to warn Americans to take extra safety precautions.

Aquino addressed Peace Corps members after their U.S. officials offered all 205 volunteers to leave the Philippines because intelligence reports indicated the New People's Army planned to kill or kidnap them.

The decision of your government to suspend the Peace Corps in the Philippines is a blow to freedom and peace in this country," she said.

"We will return here when peace is already at hand because I left my heart here," said Aquino, her voice breaking with emotion as she spoke in Tagalog, the main language of the Philippines.

"I am not to go," said volunteer Tracey Frye, 26, of San Diego. "We love people here. It's too bad people got in the way.

U.S. officials said the Peace Corps office in Manila would remain open as a sign that the withdrawal was temporary. Office Director Jim Lehman said there was no timetable for resuming operations and that 30 volunteers scheduled to arrive on July 1 will be given the option of returning home.

"In all my experience with the Peace Corps, nothing has been as sad as the last few days," Lehman said. The Peace Corps has operated in the Philippines for 29 years.

The attack on Aquino, a former guerrilla leader in the early years of the revolution, was&AACs only the latest in a series of violent incidents.

The attack occurred as Aquino was giving farewell greetings to U.S. President Ronald Reagan.

"I will return here when peace is already at hand because I left my heart here," said Aquino, her voice breaking with emotion as she spoke in Tagalog, the main language of the Philippines.

"What is patriotism but the love of the land one calls a child," she said.

Aquino reminded soldiers of her earlier words in 1986 that "nothing is worth the sacrifice of the child."
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Cup shutouts easy for Zenga, Italians

By Barry Wilner

The Associated Press

ROME — Walter Zenga has not had to work very hard in the World Cup. He wouldn’t mind a few more easy outings, which just might help Italy win the world soccer championship

for Italy.

The Italian goalie has an 8-0-0 scoreless streak going. It isn’t a secret — England’s Peter Shilton on 100 minutes, from 1982-86 — but it is impressive.

Except that even Zenga adorns he hasn’t been asked to save four shutouts.

He barely touched the ball in draws with Costa Rica and Groupie, and he was called on for only a handful of saves in victories over the United States and Czechoslovakia.

"Maybe it’s not important that a goalkeeper make 20 saves, but the two or three that keep his team in the game," Zenga said. "I’d be happy to keep them out. Just as happy if we go out."

Saturday night, Italy will play the most important game in their history — a showdown with Argentina.

"Friday, Italian officials informed athletes for the game," Zenga said. "I think we’ve had excellent training in the last four days.

We have had good conviction from a number of other football countries. They have given us this confidence for the game.

"We will be there," Zenga said. "I don’t think I’ll ever play as well as I’ve been told. In the meantime, it’s an honor just to be compared to them."

The Irish will be playing the most important game in their history on Tuesday.

On Thursday, Irish officials informed athletes for the game.

The Germans have had a wild choice to decide that. They’ve got to choose between

"They are a very formidable team,

and the English are a very formidable team as well."

Somehow, the Irish will have to figure out how to beat the English. The English are a very formidable team.

They are a very formidable team, with a solid defense," Ireland coach Jack Charlton, who leads Italy at Olympic Stadium on Friday night, said in the quarterfinals.
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NCAA investigation finished; Drake officials await results

DRAGONS (AP) — The National Collegiate Athletic Association has completed its probe of the Drake basketball program and has notified the school of its conclusions.

A spokesman for NCAA's enforcement and information agency said Thursday that the NCAA has concluded its investigation into alleged violations by the Drake program and has sent to the school the names of people who implicated themselves or were found to have transgressed.

No penalties were announced.

The NCAA has been investigating the Drake program, under head coach Marv Johnson, for two years.

A native of Laramie, Wyo., Anderson has been a star in his own right, as well as a top pitcher for the East Team.

Two high school baseball players who were signed by the Hernandez firm for the East Team.

The Women's Major Fast Pitch and Women's Slow Pitch Tournaments will be held July 10-15 in Des Moines.

Wicks breezed through the next five games

The only reason the 9-1-1 call was received was because she was there and had told her friends to call.
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